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June 22, 1975

RESULTS OF EUROPEAN VISIT

0:

Mr. President, your European visit has generally been reported
as a success. Would you give us your assessment of the results
of your European meetings?

A:

I consider my meetings during my European trip important
and successful.

As a result of my talks in Brussels, Madrid,

Salzburg and Rome we have made real progress on foreign policy
issues of importance to all Americans.

I also had the welcome

opportunity to review these issues with the representatives of the
North Atlantic Council on June 19.
We have clearly demonstrated the capacity of the West to
deal with common problems.

We have reaffirmed our determination

to carry on cooperative programs to enhance our own abilities to
deal collectively and effectively with the political, economic and
defense challenges before us.

While in Brussels, I had the

opportunity to review current issues with 14 Alliance and European
colleagues, and in the span of one week I met with more than
20 foreign leaders.
As I said at Salzburg, my meetings with President Sadat were
very valuable and gave us as well the opportunity to establish a
personal relationship.
constructive talks

We had extensive discussions and these very

~.contribute

to the efforts toward a permanent

peace in the Middle East based on a fair and equitable settlement.

Q.

Mr.:-President, you have been meeting recently with a number
of members· of the House who have been active in the Turkish
aid cut-off.

What are your plans, and what do you think your

chances are of success to revoke this ban?
A.

As you have observed, we have met with members of both sides
of

the~aisle

that are closely associated with this matter.

'-:,;,,,.-:...:

· ·We.a:r:e:.-hopeful that we will be able to work the matter out, and

c~Il'le:"'tlPc':With an approach that win be favorably acted on by the
.~: ~· ·:- :7·'~-~ ~~-.: !~~-:.·-- ,~.-

House.<.J-.

,..

June 22, 1975

BELGIAN DECISION TO BUY GENERAL DYNAMICS
F-16 FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

0:

Mr. President, on Saturday, June 7, the Belgian Government
announced its selection of the General Dynamics F-16 fighter
aircraft. While I recognize that this is important business for the
United States, isn't this shortsighted? Shouldn't we be encouraging
Western Europe to increase its strength, to develop its O\vn air craft-and thereby become a stronger partner in the NATO Alliance?

A:

The issue of maintaining the most effective collective defense
capabilities in the NATO Alliance is a matter of great importance to
me and, as you may recall, a subject that I addressed in my recent
address to the NATO Heads of Government summit in Brussels.
The Belgian Government's decision to select the F-16 fighter
aircraft is very much to be welcomed.

With this decision, Belgium,

Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway have all decided to buy the
F-16.

This decision was taken following a very thorough selection

process; the F-16 was judged by these countries to meet the very
demanding technical and military criteria set for their selection
of a new fighter air craft.
This decision to select the F-16 enlarges the area of
standardization among NATO Air Forces and it will increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of these forces.

Our commitment to a

strong Alliance requires that we give continuing attention to the most
modern technologically advanced equipment for our defense forces --

'

and that we rationalize our collective defense efforts as effectively
"----

· ·as possible.

PRESIDENT 1 S VISIT TO EUROPE --JULY 26 -AUGUST 4, 1975
(For release July 21, 1975, 12:00 p.m. EST)

Presidcat and Mrs. Ford \vlll visit the Federal Republic of Germany
from July 26-28" 1975.

He v:rill be received by Pre.sident Scheel and will

have talks with Chancellor SchrnidF .and Foreign Minister Genscher about
current international questions.
I

At the invitation of the First Secretary of the Central Committee of
the Polish United Workers' Party, Edward Gierek, President and Mrs.
Ford will make an official visit to Poland July 28-29.
At the invitation of the President of the Socialist Republic of Romania,
Nicolae Ceausescu and Mrs. Elena Ceausescu, the President and Mrs.
Ford will pay an official visit to Romania from August 2-3.
At the invitation of the President of the Socialist Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia, Josip Broz Tito 1 the President and Mrs. Ford will pay
an official visit to Yugoslavia from August 3-4.

Evans and Novack on "Foreign Policy by Feud"

Q:

A:

Do you have any comment on Evans and Novack's assertions today
that Secretary Schlesinger's secret deployment plans for U. S. forces
in Europe are being held up by Secretary Kissinger?
This is a total misrepresentation.

This subject has been brought

to the President's attention from many sources.

As it involves the

question of nuclear deployments, the President has ordered an NSC
meeting on the subject and is holding in abeyance any decisions until
this meeting can be held.
FYI.

No date has been set for the NSC meeting as yet.
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Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

Foreign Policy by Feud

Sl'crctary of
Defense .James
Schlesinger's secret deployment plans for
U.S. forces in Europe arc being held up by
Sl'cretary of State Henry Kissinger, an
"
escalation in their deeply personal feud
>r has been that reveals much of what is wrong in
ce that the foreign policy-making under President
ellowedand f'ord.
19. But the
The Defense Drpartment weeks ago
; this: Have approved an annual report to the North ,
forever, or Atlantic Treaty Organization ( NATOl
·ound, like a · listing revised na\'al and air deployment
rce1
plus force change~ for annual maneuvers.
·itish Prime all routine mattf'rs. But Kissinger,
all unlikely wearing his second hat as the President's
sm is like a national securily adviser, has voiced
displeasure o ;{'r these proposa Is and
ty, like any
but like refused to pass them along to Mr. J<'ord.
1\nd when it Thus, the report is overdue at NATO
ghasgrown hradqurartl"rs in Brussels.
To irritated Pmtagon ofricials, Dr.
plings have
Kissinger is mPrely playing games
air.
e has been !"Henry's torture treatment," says one)
;ted leaders with Dr. Schlesing<'r and never will carry
ns, gusts or a fi~ht over humdrum military matters to
deflect and the President Not so, say Slate Depart·
is no reason ment officials. Ki~singer is outraged at
!J freeze of being outflanked by Schlesinger on
ter the fact questions deeply important to our
ng mark of European allies and will ask the President·
s reason to lo o\·errule the Pentagon with every hope
~er regime
Of ::\UCCI'SS,
lly a long
However the controversy ends, it con·
tributes further evidence that Kissinger's

.

plans, Stale DPparlment officials say,
two·hat role as Secretary or State and
national st;'curity adviser works badly so
reveal Schlesinge•·'s insensitivity to'
Wt•:-;lern J<;urope, particularly in cutting
long ;ts he is feuding with the Secretary of
down Heforger maneuvers.·
Defense. What's more, in this and other
Nonsense, says the Pcnlngon, which
national S!~curity disputes President Ford
denies with special vehemence that
assunws a curiously passive role with little
Rcforger is being downgraded.
visible control over tough decisions.
Schlesinger collaborated with West
The deployments, contnined in U.S.
German Defeuse Minister George Leber
answers to Defense Plnnning Questions
WPQ> annually sent from Brussels to all . on DJ>Q and conferred with the British as
Wl!ll . . Thus, ·the Pentagon suspects
NATO members, areas follows:
Kis~;inger or taking a hard-line policy
Naval: Two U.S. aircraft carriers now
on station in the Mediterranean will be one issue to counter Schlesinger's tough
sl miff nn ol her issues.
reduced to one and one-third -the second
f'rofn all this confusion, the following is
carrier spending two·thirds of the yl'ar in
indisputable:
the north Atlantic off Norway <an
The Pentagon normnlly would coorarrangement that critics outside the
Pentagon contend amounts to one carrier dirmlc DPQ answers with the National
Security Council <NSCl staff, hut the NSC
in the 1\iediterranean).
Air: The old 1"·4 aircrart performing · director happens to be the Secretary o£
both attack and defense functions will be · State, engaged in monumental struggle
replaced by !-'-Ills and 1<'·16s, a reduction in with the Secretary of Defense. So,
Schlesinger side-stepped Kissinger until
numbers but improvement in quality.
Maneuvers: Makeup of U.S. ground he sent his finished product over to the
troops will be changed to provide greater NSC. Ki:;singer, angry with Schlesinger
''mobility•• in NATO's annual Reforger !and with Leber as well l for not consulting
him, is using his nulhority as NSC director
maneuvers.
None of this seems earth-shattering on to hold up the DPQ answers.
Where does President Ford stand? "I
its face, and the Pentagon agrees. But
Kissinger claims it diminishes the U.S. doubt he has ever heard of the DPQ," one
role in Europe, frightening the Europeans high official told us. If Kissinger actually
and possibly impelling them toward appeals the Pentagon's military plans to
greater concessions to the Soviet Union in the President, Mr. J:<'ord will be ad·
mutual force reductions. Deployment judicati.ng an unfamiliar question whose

on

Clayton Fritchey

)

'i

la~ly:;, l

delecminnhon wUI depend
p:1lacc p{1litics.
Inside the palace, Schlesinger might be
aidl'd hy his oecasiona I ally, presidential
· (:hil'f-of-staff Donald Humsfeld, who as
former amha:-;sarlnr lo NATO daim~
expertise on F;uropNm defemi!.' quf'stions.
Uul Kissinger's daily access. to t.he
Pt·esid1mt as his naliunal security ad~·iser
invariably wins the day.
A classic examplt• occurred when
KissingPr was haltling the Pentagon over
huw lo tn·at the Sm•iel Backfire bombrr
in Strategic Arms Limitation Talks
lSALTl. William Clemcuts, Deputy
St'('l'l'lary of f)(•h!nse, and Gen. Georg!!
Brown, Chairman or the .Joint Chiefs of
Staff. were summonPd by the President.
Hcpnrls throughout the bureaucracy ha\'e
1\Tr. Ford "taking them to the woodshf'd''
or "talking to them like a Dutch uncle."'
That is vigorously denied by the Pentagon.
but in fact agreement on the Backfire was
<JUickly reached.
During 15 months as President. Gl:'rald
Ford's position on SALT-as on detente
generally. thP 1\lidrast and Cyprus-is
indislinguishabl<' from Dr. Kissinger's. So.
Kissinger's sitting on Schlesinger's.
r:uropean deployment plans seems in·
lf'nded to make sure this Ford-Kissinger
identity on policy continues across the
board.
C 1f7S, Flekt EnterprlSft. lftc:.

PRESS GUIDANCE
October 21, 1976
U.S. PRESTIGE IN EUROPE

Q:

A:

Ron, does the President have any comment on the USIA poll that
shows U.S. prestige in Western Europe at its lowest point in 22
years?
I have seen the article you are referring to.

As I recall, it

states that this involves an as yet uncompleted study by USIA which-as the reporter acknowledges- -was made available to the press at
this time for partisan political reasons.

I don't know what it says

because it hasn't even been completed yet.

There are other

European polls confirming that U.S. prestige in Europe is high.
The fact is that US-European relations have never been
better; the NATO Alliance is healthy and respect for the United
States is high.

Many of you heard the Secretary General of NATO

make these very points in his meeting with the White House press
on September 15.

The record is replete with continuing extremely

positive statements about the United States and US-European
relations by the leaders of Western Europe throughout this year
and last.

EUROPEAN TRIP

Q:

Mr. President, you have just returned from a second trip to Europe
in two months. What do you think it accomplished?

A:

I believe this was a successful trip which served American objectives
in Europe in several important ways:.
-- First of all, it reinforced our ties with our traditional allies
by demonstrating our deep and continued interest in European affairs
and our commitment to the maintenance of peace and security, and the
advancement of human rights, throughout Europe.
-- Secondly, it helped to place the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe into perspective as an important element in our
overall efforts to,.va.rd a relaxation of tensions in Europe.
-- Thirdly, it graphically illustrated our interest in the well
being of the peoples of Eastern Europe, and our support for their efforts
to define their own independent role in the affairs of the continent.
-- In addition, the trip provided the opportunity for mdividual
meetings with a number of European leaders for discussions on urgent
questions in which the United States has a vital interest, such as my
meetings with General Secretary Brezhnev and my discussions in
Helsinki on the Cyprus and Eastern Mediterranean problems.

.

•.

T

EUROPEAN DEFENSE

0:

A:

Why, 30 years after World War II, does the US still have
more than a quarter of a million soldiers in Europe·:
Are
they really necessary?
Why can 1 t the Europea:1s do r::--.orc
for their 0\''."n defense?

A strong and self-confident NATO Alliance rem.abs
the cornerstone of our overall defense strategy.

h my

recent remarks to the :NATO leaders i:-1 Brussels, I reemphasized the need for all of us to maintain our force levels and
to increase our military effectiveness through rationalizing
our collective defense.
The US contributiO!'l is only a fra ctio::1 of total
forces.

.

Our Eurooean Allies contribute heavilv' to

AlEa~ce
~A TO

defense and we continually encourage them to maintab their
current force levels despite the increased economic pressurt:>
we all face.
We also sponsor and encourage efforts ·withir. :\_.;,TO to
achieve greater military C.l?ability from e:-...'i.sting resources
through standardization of equipment, conversion oi support
forces to combat strength, and other means.

Our objective i:;;

to obtain the greatest defense capability from the consider:li.J!<'
military investments all the NATO m.embers are making in
Europe.

.·

EASTERN EUROPE

Q:

Mr. President, in your statement to the Americans of East European
background on July 25, you reaffirmed the United States support for
the aspirations for freedom and national independence of the peoples
of Eastern Europe. At the same time, you visited three of those
countries, including one of the most repressive internally, and lent
the prestige of the American Preside:r+cy to the leaders of those closed
societies. How do you reconcile these seemingly contradictory aspects
of your policy?

A:

In considering our attitude toward specific countries, and particularly

those with different social and political systems, we must ask what
approach is most likely to bring about eased conditions: a policy of
confrontation or a policy of easing tensions?

We have concluded that

a policy which makes an attempt to settle political conflicts stands a
better chance of bringing about a peaceful evolution toward more open
and humane societies.

I believe that my visits to certain Eastern European countries in
connection with my attendance at the meeting in Helsinki helps to
demonstrate this policy and thus to encourage the kind of evolution we
all would like to see in Eastern Europe.

EUROPEAN TRIP - NATO SUMMIT

.

0:

Mr. President, what do you hope to accomplish at the NATO
Summit meeting in Brussels May 29-30? What is the purpose of
the meeting?

A:

There are no peoples with whom America's destiny has been
more closely linked than those of Western Europe.

None of the

members of the Atlantic Community can be secure, prosper or
advance unless all do so together.

At this time in our history, our

close collaboration is essential for our common security, to
improve East- West relations, and to pool our efforts on the new
challenges in the fields of economic policy and energy.

I look

forward to the meeting in Brussels as an opportunity to take
stock, to consult on our future, and to reaffirm our cohesion in
a difficult period.
I believe Alliance solidarity today is stronger than at any time
in the last decade.

The steps we have taken in the energy field are

a remarkable success.

This is an important example of what can

be done in other fields.

Maintaining this solidarity is a first priority

for me.

At the same time, we in the Alliance do have problems

and challenges.

Close consultations among allies, I am convinced,

offer the best avenue to meet these challanges.

EUROPEAN TRIP - NATO SUMMIT

0:

A:

Mr. President~ you clearly attach considerable importance to the
NATO Summit. Why, then, are some of the Allies -- such as the
French -- so lukewarm about the meeting?

The decision to hold a summit in Brussels at the end of May
was the product of general discussion and agreement among the
members of the Alliance.

It is very clear, I believe that the

allies view the meeting as a welcome opportunity for consultations
and a reaffirmation of Alliance solidarity. If France will not be
represented at the highest level, this is largely due to French
domestic considerations.

NATO SUMMIT:

ECONOMIC DI SCUSSIONS

Q: Mr. President, a.ccording to press reports from Brussels, Chancellor
Schmidt in his remarks· to the NATO leaders emphasized the importance of
NATO, a military alliance, also working on economic problems besetting
Lhe rnem;..~r nations. Were economic issues addressed and should the
Alliance apJ?rOp:t ::~tely address such issues?

A:

As I have said before,

CJ!'I~ ~f

the basic reasons we welcomed the !'\A TO

Summit was to review in the Atlantic forum issues related to what we call
the new agenda: the energy problem and its ramifications, the food problem,
and the interaction of the separate national economies.

We believe -- with

Chancellor Schmidt -- that these problems affect the well-being and future
of all the countries of the Alliance as much as would a potential military
threat.

The NATO Summit provided an excellent and suitable forum in which

to have a broad discussion of approaches to dealing with these problems.

The free world must have a healthy economy if we are to sustain an
adequate defense stature.

It is important,. therefore, that we work

to move the western nations together out of the recession that has affected
us in the last several months.

Our exchange of views in Brussels in this

area was, in my judgment, helpful in meeting this particular challenge.

RESULTS OF EUROPEAN VISIT

0:

Mr. President, your European visit has generally been reported
as a success. Would you give .us your assessment of the results
of your European meetings?

A:

The meetings of the past week were important and successful.

As a result of my talks in Brussels, Madrid, Salzburg and Rome we have
made real prog1·ess on foreign policy issues of importance to all Americans.
We have clearly demonstrated the capacity of the '\Vest to
problen1s.

d~al

\vith con1mon

Vfe have reaffirmed our determ.ination to carry on cooperative

programs to enhance our own abilities to deal coilectively and effectively
\\ith _the political, economic and defense challenges before us.

While in

Brussels, I had the opportn.."'lity to reYie,,v current issues v.rith 14 Alli?.nce
and European colleagues, and in the span of one week, I met with more
than 20 foreign leaders.
As I said at Salzburg, my meetings V>>ith President Sadat were
very valuable.

'We had extensive discussions and these very constructive

talks \vill contribute, I am sure to the efforts toward a perma:1ent peace
in the Middle East based on a fair and equitable settlement.
a personal relationship.

\'fc established

As I have repeatedly stated the United States v:ill

not accept a stalemate in the Middle East.

